


 
 
 Quilt size: 45” x 45”

Fabric Requirements 

Both Tree skirt and table topper (except for 
G8588 78-G Scarlet and G8565 78G Scarlet)
1/3 yard G8582 8G-Green Gold
1/2 yard of each of the following:
  G8582 33G-Cream Gold and G8595 77G-
  Sage Gold  
1/2 yard for table topper 5/8 yard for tree
   skirt G8588 78G-Scarlet Gold or
   G8565 78G-Scarlet Gold
1 yard each G8581 33G-Cream Gold and 
   G8587 33G-Cream Gold
3 yards any of the Wrap It Up 
  collection for backing
50” x 50” batting
1 yard light double sided fusible material.

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS 
BEFORE BEGINNING

An accurate 1/4” seam is essential to the 
piecing of this quilt. All seams are sewn with 
1/4” seams.
The trees are made up of triangles and rect-
angles and are machine appliquéd on to the 
pieced background.
HST refers to half-square triangles. Squares 
cut in half once to create two triangles.
QST refers to quarter-square triangles. 
Squares cut in half twice to create four tri-
angles. 

Cutting  (WOF = width of fabric)

G8581 Cream
Cut two 15 7/8” squares; sub-cut into four HST.
Cut one 15 1/2” square.

•

•

•

•

G8587 Cream
Cut two 15 7/8” squares; sub-cut into four 
HST.
Cut one 16 1/4” squares; sub-cut into four 
QST. 
G8582 Cream
Cut one 16 1/4” square; sub-cut into four QST.
G8695 Sage
Cut two 9 1/2” squares; sub-cut into four HST. 
Cut four 4 1/2” squares; sub-cut into eight 
HST.
G8582 Green
Cut four 6 1/2” squares; sub-cut into eight 
HST.
Cut two 3 1/2” squares; sub-cut into four HST.
G8565 Scarlet
Cut four 2 3/4” x 3 1/4” rectangles.
Cut four 2” x 2 1/2” rectangles.
For table topper: cut four 2 1/2” strips for 
binding.
For tree skirt: cut five 2 1/2” strips for binding 
and one 2 1/2” x 18”-20” bias strip for center 
circle.

Block construction:  

Background

1. Sew a G8587 Cream 16 1/4” QST to a 
G8582 Cream 16 1/4” QST. Make four. Sew 
fabrics on the same side for all four.
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2. Sew a 15 7/8” HST G8587 Cream to the 
side of the two QST.

Quilt construction

4. Sew these QST/HST units to the G8581 
Cream 15 7/8” HST and 15 1/2” square to 
create the octagon shape background. Ro-
tate the QST/HST unit so that the four G8582 
Cream QSTs create a diamond around the 
center square.

Fusing trees

5. Apply a two sided light fusible material to 
the backs of the remaining G8582 Green and 
G8595 Sage triangles and G8565 Scarlet 
rectangles following manufacturer’s instruc-
tions.
 

6. Using the front photo as a guide, starting with 
the tree trunks, center the Scarlet rectangle 
1/4” from the edge of background on the G8581 
Cream HST. Fuse in place. 

7. Repeat process, in order,  starting with the 
G8595 Sage 9 1/2” triangle, G8582 Green 6 1/2” 
triangle, and G8595 Sage 4 1/2” triangle. The top 
of the tree should extend into the center square.

8. Repeat with the other three large trees in the 
G8581 Cream HST.

9. Starting with the small Scarlet rectangle, fol-
lowing the cover photo, fuse it onto the G8582 
Cream QST about half-way down the triangle. 
Repeat process, in order, with the G8582 Green 
6 1/2” triangle, G8595 Sage 4 1/2” triangle, and 
G8582 Green 3 1/2” triangle. Tree will point OUT 
towards the edge of the background, ending 1/4” 
from edge.

10. Repeat with the other three small trees in the 
G8582 Cream QST. For tree skirt, you can leave 
off one of the small trees.

11. Optional: Machine appliqué around edges of 
trees with an appliqué thread using a decorative 
stitch.

Finishing 

Piece the backing into a square, layer and quilt 
keeping the back and batting square. The edges 
of the backing and batting should be at least 2” 
beyond the quilt top.

Trim the backing and batting to within 1/4” from 
quilt top edge. 
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Table topper: Sew the four 2 1/2” Scarlet bind-
ing strips together with diagonal seams. Fold in 
half, wrong sides together and sew on with 1/4” 
seam from the quilt top (not the batting) using a 
French binding technique. Turn to back and slip 
stitch by hand to back or use a decorative stitch 
by machine.

Tree skirt: Using a rotary cutter, cut a slit down 
the center of the side without the small tree, 
stopping at the center of the top. Using a cup or 
template, cut out a circle in the center of the quilt.

Sew the five 2 1/2” Scarlet binding strips togeth-
er with diagonal seams. Fold in half, wrong sides 
together and sew on all raw edges of quilt includ-
ing the slit in the center 1/4” from edge of top (not 
batting), mitering corners. Turn binding to back 
and slip stitch to back by hand or use a decora-
tive stitch by machine.

Fold the 2 1/2” x 18” bias Scarlet binding strip in 
half, wrong sides together. Fold one end in 1/4” 
and sew to inner circle, starting at one edge and 
covering the end of the other binding strip. When 
close to the other edge of the circle, trim the bind-
ing to 1/4” from end and fold under. Finish sewing 
over the binding strip. Turn binding to back and 
slip stitch to back by hand or use a decorative 
stitch by machine.
  

Remember to put a label on the back and 
ENJOY!
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